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Computational Design of Self-Assembling
Protein Nanomaterials with Atomic
Level Accuracy
Neil P. King,1 William Sheffler,1 Michael R. Sawaya,2 Breanna S. Vollmar,3 John P. Sumida,4
Ingemar André,5 Tamir Gonen,3 Todd O. Yeates,6,7 David Baker1,8*
We describe a general computational method for designing proteins that self-assemble to a
desired symmetric architecture. Protein building blocks are docked together symmetrically to
identify complementary packing arrangements, and low-energy protein-protein interfaces
are then designed between the building blocks in order to drive self-assembly. We used
trimeric protein building blocks to design a 24-subunit, 13-nm diameter complex with
octahedral symmetry and a 12-subunit, 11-nm diameter complex with tetrahedral symmetry.
The designed proteins assembled to the desired oligomeric states in solution, and the crystal
structures of the complexes revealed that the resulting materials closely match the design
models. The method can be used to design a wide variety of self-assembling
protein nanomaterials.
olecular self-assembly is an elegant and
powerful approach to patterning matter on the atomic scale. Recent years
have seen advances in the development of selfassembling biomaterials, particularly those composed of nucleic acids (1). DNA has been used to
create, for example, nanoscale shapes and pat-
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terns (2), molecular containers (3), and threedimensional macroscopic crystals (4). Methods
for designing self-assembling proteins have progressed more slowly, yet the functional and physical properties of proteins make them attractive
as building blocks for the development of
advanced functional materials (5, 6). The sophisticated protein-based molecular machines
observed in natural systems—which often require self-assembly to function as, for example,
cellular motors, pumps, or scaffolds—provide a
suggestion of the practical potential of designed
protein materials.
In any self-assembling structure, interactions
between the subunits are required to drive assembly. Previous approaches to designing selfassembling proteins have satisfied this requirement
in various ways, including the use of relatively
simple and well-understood coiled-coil and helical bundle interactions (7–11), engineered disulfide bonds (12, 13), chemical cross-links (14),
metal-mediated interactions (15, 16), templating
by nonbiological materials in conjunction with
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computational interface design (17), or genetic
fusion of multiple protein domains or fragments
that naturally self-associate (18, 19). In contrast,
natural protein assemblies are most often held
together by many weak, noncovalent interactions
which together form large, highly complementary, low-energy protein-protein interfaces (20).
Such interfaces spontaneously self-assemble and
allow precise definition of the orientation of subunits relative to one another, which is critical for
obtaining the desired material with high accuracy
(18). Designing assemblies with these properties
has been difficult because of the complexities of
modeling protein structures and energetics. For
instance, a pioneering study used interface design
by visual inspection to design new oligomeric
structures, yet the experimentally determined dimeric interfaces were largely unanticipated (21).
However, recent advances (22–26), including the
de novo design of a heterodimeric protein interface with atomic level accuracy (27, 28), suggest that our ability to computationally model
and design protein-protein interactions is rapidly maturing.
We describe a general computational method for designing self-assembling protein materials that consists of two steps: (i) symmetrical
docking of protein building blocks in a target
symmetric architecture, followed by (ii) design of
low-energy protein-protein interfaces between
the building blocks to drive self-assembly. Here,
we use as building blocks oligomeric proteins that
share an element of symmetry with the target architecture. This reduces by one the number of new
protein-protein interfaces that must be designed,
because the interface within the oligomer contributes to the self-assembly of the subunits to the
target material. Furthermore, the energetic contribution of each designed interaction is multiplied by the symmetry of the building block,
which reduces the number of distinct new interactions required to overcome the entropic cost
of self-assembly (21).
We used the method to design cagelike protein nanomaterials with either tetrahedral (T) or
octahedral (O) point group symmetry (Fig. 1). An
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assembly with symmetry T requires 12 copies of
a protein molecule arranged in 12 symmetryrelated orientations, whereas symmetry O requires
24 molecules. Both point groups can be generated from sets of three-fold rotational symmetry
axes (Fig. 1A), which allows the use of protein
trimers with C3 symmetry as building blocks; in
each case, only a single new interface between
the trimeric building blocks is required for selfassembly. In this study, 271 naturally trimeric protein structures (29) were docked symmetrically in
both the T and O target architectures by aligning
the three-fold axis of each building block with
the three-fold axes in the target architecture and
then systematically sampling the two remaining
rigid body degrees of freedom, radial displacement and axial rotation, in increments of 1 Å
and 1°, respectively (Fig. 1, B and C). For each
docked configuration in which no clashes between the backbone and beta carbon atoms of
adjacent building blocks were present, a simple
proxy for interface size and complementarity
was computed to gauge the “designability” of
the configuration (Fig. 1, C and D) (29). Around
each of the 10 (O) or 20 (T) most designable
configurations for each building block, a set of
input structures for design was generated by
sampling the radial displacement and axial rotation of the subunits more finely (0.1 Å, 0.5°).
For each of these input structures, symmetric
RosettaDesign calculations (30, 31) were used
to design a new amino acid sequence for the
protein that resulted in low-energy, symmetric
protein-protein interactions between the trimeric
building blocks (Fig. 1, E and F). Designs with the
lowest predicted binding energies and geometrically complementary interfaces of sufficient
size were further optimized using RosettaDesign
and interactive design in Foldit (32). Eight T and
33 O designs derived from 15 distinct natural trimeric proteins, containing on average nine mutations per monomer, were selected for experimental
characterization (table S1).
Genes encoding the designed proteins and
the corresponding wild-type trimers were constructed and cloned into an expression vector
that appended an 11-residue peptide substrate for
fluorescent modification by the Escherichia coli
acyl-carrier protein synthase AcpS (33). E. coli
cells expressing the proteins were lysed, the
proteins were fluorescently labeled in the clarified
lysates by the addition of AcpS and the CoA-488
fluorophore, and the apparent size of each protein
was visualized by subjecting the labeled lysates
to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
under nondenaturing (native) conditions. Out of
7 T and 17 O designs that expressed solubly (table
S1), one designed protein of each architecture
revealed a shift in apparent size relative to the
corresponding wild-type trimer that suggested
self-assembly to the desired material (Fig. 2A).
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the
labeled lysates confirmed the change in apparent
molecular weight for the two designs (fig. S1).
Genes encoding the octahedral design (“O3-33”;
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nine mutations from the wild-type protein), the
tetrahedral design (“T3-08”; eight mutations),
and the corresponding wild-type trimeric
proteins were then subcloned into an expression vector that appended C-terminal (His)6
tags, after which the proteins were expressed
and purified by nickel-affinity chromatography
and SEC.
The designed protein O3-33 eluted from the
SEC column as a single peak with an apparent
size of about 24 subunits (Fig. 2B). The wildtype protein from which O3-33 was derived
[Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 3N79] did not assemble to a higher-order structure; it eluted from
the column mostly as trimers, with a small peak
corresponding to a dimer of trimers (Fig. 2C).
Analytical ultracentrifugation revealed that
the designed protein sedimented as a single discrete species with a Stokes radius of 7.3 nm, in
close agreement with the radius of the designed
24-subunit assembly (fig. S2). A point mutation (Ala167Arg) that introduced unfavorable steric clashes at the designed interface
disrupted the material, which suggests that the
observed self-assembly is due to the designed

interface (Fig. 2D). Negative-stain electron
microscopy (EM) of O3-33 revealed fields of
monodisperse particles of the expected size
(~13 nm), many of which strikingly resembled
projections of the design model along its twofold, three-fold, or four-fold symmetry axes
(Fig. 3A). A single-particle reconstruction of
O3-33 obtained by EM analysis under cryogenic conditions clearly recapitulated the architecture of the design model, which verified
that the protein assembles in solution as designed (Fig. 3C and fig. S3).
We solved crystal structures of O3-33 to
evaluate the accuracy of our design protocol at high
resolution. Structures from two different crystal
forms confirmed that the designed material adopts
the target architecture and that the designed interface is responsible for driving self-assembly;
the higher-resolution (2.35 Å) crystal form is
shown in Fig. 3. The structure proved remarkably
similar to the design model: The backbone root
mean square derivation (RMSD) over all 24
chains is 1.07 Å and is lower if calculated by
using only the residues at the interface (0.85 Å).
The high resolution of the structure allowed

Fig. 1. General approach to designing self-assembling protein nanomaterials. (A) First, a target
symmetric architecture is chosen. Octahedral point group symmetry is used in this example; the threefold rotational axes are marked here by triangles and shown as black lines throughout. The dashed cube
is shown to orient the viewer. A symmetric oligomer which shares an element of symmetry with the
target architecture, here a C3 symmetric trimer (green), is selected as a building block. (B) Multiple
copies of the building block are symmetrically arranged in the target architecture by aligning their
shared symmetry axes. The preexisting organization of the oligomeric building block fixes several (in
this case four) rigid-body degrees of freedom (DOFs). The two remaining DOFs, radial displacement ( r)
and axial rotation (w), are indicated. (C) Symmetrical docking is performed by systematically varying
the two DOFs (moves are applied symmetrically to all subunits) and computing the suitability of each
configuration for interface design (red: more suitable; blue: less suitable). Points corresponding to the
docked configurations in (B), in which the building blocks are not in contact, and (D), a highly
complementary interface, are indicated. (E) Closer view of the interface in (D). The interface lies on
an octahedral two-fold symmetry axis shown as a gray line. In all steps before interface design,
only backbone (shown in cartoon) and carbon beta (shown in sticks) atoms are considered. (F)
Sequence design calculations are used to create low-energy protein-protein interfaces that drive
self-assembly of the desired material. Designed hydrogen bonds across the interface are indicated
by dashed lines.
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confident determination of the side-chain configurations at the designed interface, which revealed
that the atomic contacts closely match those in

the design model (Fig. 3E). The asymmetric unit
of the designed interface consists of one alpha
helix packing against a beta strand, a loop, and

Fig. 2. Experimental
characterization of O333, T3-08, and T3-10.
(A) Native PAGE of fluorescently labeled (from
left) 3n79-wt, O3-33, 3fttwt, and T3-08 in lysates.
Bands corresponding to
the designed octahedral
(O3-33) and tetrahedral
(T3-08) assemblies are
indicated with asterisks.
SEC chromatograms of
nickel-purified (B) O333, (C) 3n79-wt, (D) O333(Ala167Arg), (E) T3-08,
(F) T3-10, (G) 3ftt-wt, and (H) T3-08(Ala52Gln) collectively demonstrate that the assembly of the
designed proteins is a result of the designed interfaces.

Fig. 3. Structural characterization of O3-33. (A) A representative negative-stain electron micrograph of
O3-33. Selected particles (boxed in white) that resemble views of the design model along its four-fold,
two-fold, and three-fold rotational axes, shown in (B), are enlarged at right. (B) The O3-33 design model,
depicted in ribbon format. Each trimeric building block is shown in a different color. (C) The density map
from a 20 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of O3-33 clearly recapitulates the architecture of the
design model. (D) The crystal structure of O3-33 (R32 crystal form). Images in (B) to (D) are shown to scale
along the three types of symmetry axes present in point group O. (E) The designed interface in O3-33,
highlighting the close agreement between the crystal structure (green and magenta) and the design
model (white). Oxygen atoms are red; nitrogens, blue. Hydrogen bonds between the building blocks are
shown as yellow dashes, and an octahedral two-fold rotational axis that passes through the interface is
shown as a gray line. Residues in which substitution disrupted self-assembly (see fig. S4) are labeled.
www.sciencemag.org
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the symmetrically related helix in a neighboring
building block. Several ordered water molecules
were resolved at the designed interface that
contribute bridging hydrogen-bonding interactions between neighboring building blocks.
Truncation of designed interface residues to alanine disrupted octahedral self-assembly (fig. S4).
For example, the Ser156Ala mutation, which
alters O3-33 by the removal of only two atoms
out of 2827 total atoms in the subunit, significantly impaired assembly. This result underscores the importance of both the detailed
atomic contacts designed by our protocol and
the multiplicative effect of the symmetry of the
system: The Ser156Ala mutation results in the
loss of 24 interface hydrogen bonds in the fully
assembled material.
The designed protein T3-08 appeared by SEC
to be in a slow equilibrium between two states
comprising 3 and ~12 subunits (Fig. 2E). The
corresponding wild-type trimeric protein (PDB
ID 3FTT) eluted from the column as trimer
only (Fig. 2G). Disruption of the designed interface by a point mutation, Ala52Gln, again
suggested that the designed interface is responsible for the observed self-assembly (Fig. 2H).
A crystal structure of T3-08 revealed that the
protein assembles to the desired tetrahedral
architecture, but the trimeric building blocks
are slightly rotated about the shared trimerictetrahedral three-fold rotational axes, which subtly
alters the atomic contacts at the designed interface relative to the design model and results in a
backbone RMSD of 2.66 Å over all 12 subunits
(fig. S5).
We designed two additional variants of T3-08
(table S1) to determine whether we could
preferentially stabilize the designed configuration over the unanticipated configuration observed in the T3-08 crystal structure. One of the
variants, T3-10, which contained three mutations
relative to T3-08 intended to provide better
hydrophobic packing near the tetrahedral threefold interface (fig. S6), was purified by nickelaffinity chromatography and appeared by SEC
to self-assemble efficiently to the tetrahedal
state, yielding little detectable trimer (Fig. 2F).
Negative-stain EM images of T3-10 revealed
monodisperse particles of the expected size
(~11 nm), averages of which closely resembled
projections of the design model along its twofold and three-fold symmetry axes (Fig. 4, A
and B). A crystal structure of T3-10 verified
that the original designed configuration was
stabilized as intended; the backbone RMSD
between the T3-10 crystal structure and the T308–T3-10 design models is 0.62 Å (Fig. 4, B and
C). As observed for O3-33, the atomic contacts at
the designed interface, which consists of two
alpha helices and two short loops, closely match
those in the design model (Fig. 4D). This result illustrates how small alterations to the protein sequence at the designed interface may allow
fine control over the structure of the resulting
material.
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Fig. 4. Structural characterization of T3-10. (A)
A representative negativestain electron micrograph
of T3-10. At bottom, averages of the particles resemble views of the design
model along its two-fold
and three-fold rotational
axes, shown in (B). (B)
Backbone representation
T3-08–T3-10 design model, depicted as in Fig. 3B.
(C) The T3-10 crystal structure. Images in (B) and (C)
are shown to scale along
the two types of symmetry axes present in point
group T. (D) The designed
interface in T3-10, revealing the close agreement
of the crystal structure
(green and magenta) to the design model (white). A network of polar interactions observed in the crystal structure at the designed interface is indicated by
yellow dashes. The interface is viewed along an indicated tetrahedral two-fold rotational axis. Alanine 52 is labeled; when mutated to glutamine in T3-08,
it disrupts assembly of the designed material.

Our results establish a method by which selfassembling protein materials may be designed
with high accuracy. The design strategy, combining symmetrical docking with interface design,
is conceptually simple and generally applicable
to the design of a broad range of symmetric materials. In addition to the finite, cagelike materials described here, unbounded materials in
one, two, or three dimensions [i.e., fibers (helices),
layers, or crystals] may be designed by choosing
an appropriate target symmetric architecture. Although, in the present study, we used naturally
occurring oligomeric proteins as building blocks,
novel oligomeric building blocks could first be
designed from monomers and, after structural
validation, used in the design of higher-order
assemblies with the attendant advantages of
hierarchical assembly, or, with improvements
in our symmetrical docking protocol, larger
self-assembling systems could be designed directly from monomeric building blocks. The atomiclevel accuracy of our designed materials
demonstrates that using designed protein-protein
interfaces to drive self-assembly results in highly ordered materials with superior rigidity and
monodispersity. With further development, designed self-assembling protein materials similar to those described here could form the basis
of advanced functional materials and customdesigned molecular machines with wide-ranging
applications.
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